THỂ OANH

Oracle, Image Consultant &
Multidimensional Transformation Coach™

"If You Are Not Evolving, You Are
Simply Depleting"
About Oanh
Thể Oanh pronounced like Tey'One or Oanh 'ONE' for short, is an Oracle who serves as a Spiritual Guide,
Image Consultant & Multidimensional Transformation Coach with an absolute devotion to assisting with
transforming the lives of those seeking change for the better.
Oanh helps women & men who are high achievers embrace their Divinity to consciously create a balanced
life they love & deserve whilst looking sophisticated & feeling sexy.
Having overcome enormous adversities during adolescence, by the age of 15 Oanh was suicidal. However
her story is one of hope and success against the odds and one which she shares with emotion and deep
passion about making a positive impact on the lives of others.

Why Interview Oanh?
Oanh's gift is in shifting our perspective on life to evoke positive feelings within ourselves to ultimately
perform at our optimum and increase satisfaction. Wise beyond her years, Oanh is an engaging and
colourful speaker and is guaranteed to provide thought-provoking ideas and consider new ways of viewing
situations and leave you keen to test her approach.
She supports her clients in gaining spiritual clarity, reclaiming their power with a forward focused
mentality, thus attracting and consciously creating healthy relationships. Oanh has practiced and trained in
hair & makeup for over 15 years and knows the mask we create to hide behind.

Yet her whole life has been an intense Spiritual development journey and she began her Tarot/Oracle card
reading practice almost ten years ago. Oanh is a certified Life Coach & Image consultant, she is also a
Neuro Linguistic Programming Practitioner and works with both men and women, using techniques to suit
the individual, to find clarity, inner peace and their own core confidence.

Oanh Can Talk About...
A Variety of Different Topics to Cater to Your
Audience, such as:
-Divine Origins, Spirituality, Tarot/Oracle readings,
Spirit Guides, Spiritual Anchors & more.
-Emotional intelligence, what is it, why is it important &
how to develop your EI.
-Balancing Divine Feminine & Divine Masculine energy
while navigating through life.
-How to build up core confidence by taking control of
ones Self-Image & embracing Spirituality.
-Being Self-Awareness, practicing Self-Love/Self-Care
for ultimate Self-Mastery.
-How to shift your mindset to support your personal
growth & thrive as the best version of yourself.
-Inner & outer beauty to attract love & Divine sexuality.

Oanh's Philosophy & Mission
Oanh truly believes that love will deliver us peace & such love must start from self-love, the
unconditional love that we were all born with & have the ability to realign with as adults.
She strives to support women in redefining what "sexy" looks like & feels like as a high
caliber woman by embodying sacred sexuality. She is also passionate about supporting men
in being modern gentlemen. A man who is confident in himself & knows how to respect a
woman's sensuality & sexuality, so we can all live with mutual respect, appreciation &
acceptance of one another. Oanh believes that we are all reflections of one another and
deeply interconnected. Her mission is to always challenge the status quo, provoke deeper
thinking & to spread unconditional love far and wide.

CONTACT OANH
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